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We had the chance to experience Gaelic Games

just as authentic as possible. Two professional

players made us try out “Hurling” and “Gaelic

Football” by teaching us the basic movements and

rules. We also had a little game in teams after

our training. All in all it was probably the

funniest as well as most exciting experience we

had in Dublin. 



One day we headed to “Trinity College” where a student

warmly welcomed us. She was very excited about giving us

information and insights about “Trinity College”. The girl

itself, our guide, was a performer as she well stated in the

beginning which made it overall easy to pay close attention

and follow what she was saying. “Trinity College” is huge,

not only in places/buildings they offer but also in what you

can study and do over there.





“Temple Bar” itself

seems to be the

district people think

of when they vision

Dublin City. Covered

in a lot of bars, pubs

and restaurants,

“Temple Bar” is the

entertainment spot in

Dublin. 

Of course, most of us spent

lots of their free time in

this quarter of the city to

really get in touch with the

Irish culture. The original

Irish pub “Temple Bar” e.g.

was established in 1840,

that brings such an old but

special and authentic

history. Some of us tried

out quite a few Irish pubs

with live music and fine

beer. 



it was a very specialevening when we allate together at theold mill restaurant.We enjoyed bothdelicious Irishspecialties and Irishbeer





One of our highlights

was visiting the

“Guinness Store

House”. It is quite a

huge Brandland with

different floors as

you have to continue

walking upwards. You

get a lot of

information about the

ingredients as well as

the processes. Also,

there is a station

where they let you try

out a small sip of the

world famous “Guinness

Beer”. 



here you can see the

breathtaking view from

the rooftop bar



Belfast

What  we  did:

free walking tour

titanic museum



Belfast / Northern Ireland was on the programm as well since

we wanted a bit of a controversy to Dublin / Ireland. So we

took a train ride to get there. We had a tour guide who

tried to explain what the problems of the Irish conflict

were, what happened and especially why. He was an

interesting person himself since he really told us

everything in a very gripping and rousing way. Sadly there

was a lot of rain that day which made it hard to listen

without distractions.



After the tour we went tothe “Titanic Museum” wherewe dove deep into history.Serving interactive spotsand the shipbuilding
rollercoaster, it was an
adventure itself.



All in all it was a very eventful week. We learned

and saw many interesting 

new things and can look 

back on this week with 

satisfaction.


